Map of Your Universe 2018: Please stay with your group leader
Evaluation Questionnaire (Students and Teachers)  

Name or Initials: _____________

Before the Festival

A) How excited are you about visiting the Your Universe Festival Today? (circle one)
   Very Excited  Quite Excited  Average  Not Excited  Bored

B) What do you think you might learn about today? (Circle as many as you like)
   Space Travel  Planets  The Earth  Plasma  The Sun
   Life elsewhere  Chemistry  The Death of Stars  How Telescopes work
   Galaxies  Light Waves  Rockets  Space Craft  Radiation
   Supernova  Black Holes  How old the Universe is  Biology
   Aliens  Where we come from?  Volcanoes  What scientists do?

STOP…Answer the rest after the Festival

A) Circle your favourite Activity? (see Map on reverse for reminder)
   1.- Cosmic time line
   2.- Cosmology and Black Holes
   3.- Telescopes, UCLO
   4.- TWINKLE
   5.- Stars HR Diagram
   6.- LHC Atlas
   7.- The aurora display
   8.- Cloud Chamber
   9.- Extra Solar Planets

B) Why was this your favourite?

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

C) Write about one fact you learnt today that you did not know before

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

D) Would you like UCL to visit your school to tell you more?
   YES  or  NO  (Circle One)

E) How excited are you to learn more about Space now? (Circle One)
   Very Excited  Quite Excited  Average  Not Excited  Bored